
First of all it is a real pleasure to be here with you today. This activity as well as the 
Repentino. club reminds me of my past, when I used to make magazines with a group of 
people and where I met my dear friend whom I initiated my poet career with. Unfortunately, 
this friend of mine has just died, and seeing all of you today brings me fond memories of 
when we discussed about poetry, about Octavio Paz, and about our concerns of people 
reading less nowadays.  
 
To tell you a little about myself, I graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in law, a master’s 
degree in political science at Colegio de Mexico, and I studied my PhD on history at France.  
 
I think that poetry has always been worth writing and reading. Poetry is a true difficulty. It is 
like life, and we poets are always helpless to feel that we are nothing mainly because of 
people’s preference to read easy narrations rather than complex poems.  
 
Even though I have published 8 books, I am impressed that people nowadays publish books 
with much more ease than when I did. I suppose that is thanks to the increasing 
sponsorships.  
 
I am a little worried about the poems that I am planning to present today because I have 
always “gone against the flow”. Poetry in Mexico has always been beneath Octavio Paz’s 
pathway. Poetry is an aesthetic pathway, an attitude. I think I have gone through a different 
path than those famous poets, which, in a way, is more difficult to succeed at. This is 
because often times readers hardly recognise ruptured poetry.  
 
-----After reading some poems----- 
 
The title of this book is  “Poemas para quienes van conociendo al coyote” (“Poems for those 
who are getting to know the coyote”), and it is based on an anecdote. 
 
When I was six years old, my grandmother and four other cooks were making mole, a 
traditional mexican sauce that takes approximately 3 days to make.  
 
I was playing at the patio when I heard my grandmother laugh saying “¡No hombre! esa no 
ha conocido a el coyote” (“She hasn’t met the coyote yet!”). I was very confused with the 
meaning of that phrase, which I got to know as I grew older. My grandmother had meant that 
the certain person they were talking about hadn’t had sexual experiences yet.  
 


